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Nowadays Machine Learning (ML) techniques such as
Deep Neural Network (DNN) are used in numerous services.
However, there is a big gap between the current ML systems
and users’ requirements. On one hand, most existing ma-
chine learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow and Caffe,
focus mainly on the “training” phase. They aim at acceler-
ating the training speed, enhancing performance on GPU, or
improving prediction accuracy. On the other hand however,
the users, either individuals who want to use the ML-based
services or researchers who do not fully commit to the ML
field, care less about those benchmarks, but rather about is-
sues such as expressiveness of the tool for constructing a
neural network, fast development of new algorithms or neu-
rons on existing systems, access to ML models on local de-
vices, service response time, etc.

Most current end-side services, such as personal intel-
ligent assistants and smart home service, either only sup-
port simple ML models or require users to upload raw data
(speech, image, etc.) to complex data analytics services host
on the cloud. The latter practice is known to associate with
issues such as communication cost, latency, and personal
data privacy. Some systems begin to focus on mobile plat-
forms, such as Facebook’s Caffe2go, but they still place
emphasis on shifting what existing computing platform can
do from data centre to mobile devices, and have not provided
systematic solutions to address the aforementioned issues.

In this poster, we present overall design of Owl system,
its advantages over other learning platforms, and propose a
“Zoo” module built on Owl to mitigate this gap. Owl [1]
is an open-source numerical computing system in OCaml
language. Owl provides a full stack support for numerical
methods, scientific computing, and advanced data analytics
on OCaml. Built on the core data structure of matrix and
n-dimensional array, Owl supports a comprehensive set of
classic analytics such as math functions, statistics, linear
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algebra, as well as advanced analytics techniques, namely
optimisation, algorithmic differentiation, and regression. On
top of them, Owl provides Neural Network (NN) and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) modules.

Owl system can be extended towards two directions.
First, it can use the parallel and distributed engine at lower
level to support distributed numerical computing and data
analytics. It supports different protocols and multiple barrier
control techniques[2]. Second, based on the ML modules,
Owl can connect to Zoo, a module that support Composable
Services. Its basic idea is users should not have to construct
new ML services every time new application requirements
arise. In fact, many services can be composed from basic
ML services: image recognition, speech-to-text, recommen-
dation, etc. The Zoo module aims at providing user-centric,
ML-based services, enabling service pulling, sharing, com-
patibility checking, and composing on local devices.

The most exciting feature of Owl is its expressiveness.
We have constructed InceptionV3, one of the most complex
network architecture in existing image recognition models,
with only 150 LoC, while constructing the same model re-
quires 400 LoC using TensorFlow code. Besides enabling
shorter and more compact code, another of its advantages
compared with existing popular learning platforms is its flex-
ibility to add new features. As an example, we insert instru-
mentation code into Owl to collect the computing latency of
each node in a neural network when doing inference. Adding
this feature only takes 50 LoC. Our initial experiment shows
an acceptable performance tradeoff, which is only about 2
times slower than state-of-the-art TensorFlow and Caffe2.

In summary, based on Owl system, we are building the
Zoo system, seeking to mitigate the current gap between
current ML computing systems and users’ requirements. We
believe this area of research is only just beginning to gain
momentum.
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Problem
• Machine Learning (ML) techniques, such as Neural Network (NN), are widely used in today’s applications. However,

there is still a big gap between the current ML systems and user’s requirements:

– The focuses of TensorFlow etc.: How to improve training speed? How to push prediction accuracy one percentage
forward? How to enhance performance on GPU?...

– By contrast, the focuses of users: How to use an ML service to finish my task quickly? How to get faster response?
How to construct new services even if I’m not an expert in ML?...

• As a consequence of this gap, most existing ML services require users to upload raw data (speech, images, videos, etc.)
to complex analytics services hosted in the cloud. This practice is known to associate with issues such as communication
cost, latency, and personal data privacy.

Proposed Solution: Zoo
• Basic Idea: users should not have to construct new

ML services every time new application requirements
arise; many services can actually be composed from ba-
sic ML services.

• Enables pulling, pushing, running, and composing dif-
ferent ML services on user devices.

• Provides management functions to check model consis-
tency of version, naming, and branching.

• Local on-device inference and model transmission
through Virtual Private Network ensures personal data
privacy.

• Built on Owl system.
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Why NN on Owl?
Owl is an open-source numerical computing system in
OCaml, which provides a full stack support for numerical
methods, scientific computing, and data analytics. Initial ex-
periment proves its outstanding expressiveness and accept-
able performance tradeoff.

• We construct the InceptionV3 model, one of the most
complex network architectures in existing image recog-
nition models, with only 150 LoC, while constructing
this same model requires 400 LoC using the up-to-date
TensorFlow code, after omitting the comments in code.

• Adding instrumentation function to collect the comput-
ing latency of each node in a neural network only takes
50 LoC.

• Performance tradeoff: only about 2 times slower than
state-of-the-art TensorFlow and Caffe2.

Performance
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Conclusion
Owl is a well-designed numerical computing system that sup-
ports high level data analytics techniques and fast prototyp-
ing. We propose to build the Zoo module on Owl to miti-
gate the gap between current ML systems and users require-
ments.
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